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NAMEETA RENCHI

BANGALORE has a healthy count of movie

lovers and innumerable film theatres and mul-

tiplexes. Rajajinagar and the area around have

more than 10 small and medium theatres but

the urban populace is comfortable in watching a

movie at a multiplex. Why do the city going crazy

behind multiplexes? Cityplus tries to explore the

reasons behind this transition.

Rajajinagar has a few landmark theatres

as compared to Gandhinagar area in the city.

Navrang theatre being one of them is owned by

late K. C. N. Gowda and is run by his sons K. C. N.

Mohan and K. C. N. Chandrasekhar. It is one of

the oldest theatres in the city which has survived

the multiplex onslaught. Theatres like Navrang

still exist as the proprietors are into multiple

businesses and also run a theatre. A spokesper-

son from the KCN Movies said, “Navrang is a

landmark theatre and our family is into this busi-

ness for more than 50 years now. We release new

Kannada movies. We have an established theatre

and film fraternities know us. It may not be the

same in the case of other small theatres.”

Other famous spots for movie goers in Ra-

jajinagar are Prasanna theatre, Anjan theatre,

Nandini theatre and Sujatha theatre. Although

these theatres still screen regional language mov-

ies, there is no much demand from the audiences

as they lack the luxury which multiplexes offer.

Many theatres are making huge losses as the sup-

port from the moviegoers is disappearing. That

is the reason why many landmarks are getting

gradually erased, paving the way for commercial

and residential complexes. Amritha, a college

student said, “Not even once, I have watched a

movie at a single screen theatre in Bangalore. I

feel the security is not up to the mark and they

are not women friendly as well. We rarely see a

woman standing in front of a ticket counter at

a single screen theatre. Theatres should change

and upgrade themselves with new facilities to

woo women and children.”

It is an undisputable fact that the audiences

have shifted from single screens to high comfort

multiplex cinemas. While multiplex screen can

accommodate around 250-300 people, a single

screen can seat around 700-1400 people at a

time. Despite single screen theatres ticket pricing

are much less than the multiplexes, the IT city

crowd prefers watching a movie in luxury hall.

Continued on page 5>>

PARADIGM SHIFT: In most of the cases, vintage theatres are either making way to new multiplexes or
to commercial buildings. Very few theatres like Navrang and Nandini have survived the shifiting trends.

CURTAINS FOR SINGLE SCREENS?
Old striking movie theatres are making way for grand new multiplexes in the city and Rajajinagar which had more than 10 theatres 
has seen a drastic transformation. Here's a roundup of the iconic theatres in the area those that has survived, those that have closed 
and those that have made way for multiplexes. 

In terms of cost
������������������
I prefer local theatres. I can
whistle, comment and even
jump of the chairs and do a happy dance
without minding others. But if one is looking
for comfort, multiplexes are the best choice. I
watch Kannada movies in theatres like Navrang
and if I am with my family, I prefer PVR or Inox
at a decent mall.
SUNIL KUMAR, A MOVIE BUFF
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J
agran Cityplus, on the occasion of

Mother’s Day (May 11) had organ-

ized a walkathon ‘A World with-

out Breast Cancer’ inside Lalbagh and

up to RV Teachers’ College in Basava-

nagudi. The walkathon was marshaled

to create awareness about breast can-

cer, with a symbolic reference to the

growing number of breast cancer pa-

tients being mothers.

The event was inaugurated by the

Jayanagar MLA BN Vijaykumar and

he addressed the crowd at the Lal-

bagh. “Breast cancer has become a real

worriment all around the world and

Bangalore is actually called the breast

cancer capital in the country. It is im-

portant to create awareness about the

ailment through events like these,” he

said. He also accompanied a crowd of

around two hundred people for a brief

walk inside the Lalbagh. Along the

walk, roses were gifted to the mothers

as part of the Mothers’ Day celebra-

tions.  

Poorna Sudha Cancer Foundation

(PSCF) had set up a free breast cancer

screening mobile bus outside the West

Gate and around 15 women made use

of the facility. “It is very important for

women above forty to get screened as

a precautionary measure,” said Prathi-

ma, from PSCF.

After a brief walk inside the park,

the crowd paraded from the West Gate

to towards RV Teachers’ College and

returned, drawing the attention of the

commuters and pedestrians by lifting

banners and shouting slogans. Volun-

teers from Global Vision, a cancer care

NGO had also joined the walk, lending

their hand in creating an awareness

towards the disease.

Dr Jayanthi S Thumsi, a well

known breast cancer specialist said,

“Google can’t; only you can look for

a lump in your breasts.  Breast can-

cer when detected and treated early

is completely curable. All women

above twenty years of age should self

examine their breasts once a month

and those above forty should undergo

mammogram once in a year.”

The event was co-sponsored by

Abee Hearing, Pace Dental, Lucid

Foundation, Hatti Kaapi, ISCKON and

Grill Square.

What is breast Cancer?
Breast cancer is a malignant tu-

mour that starts in the cells of the

breast. A malignant tumour is a group

of cancer cells that can grow into (in-

vade) surrounding tissues or spread

(metastasize) to distant areas of the

body. The disease occurs almost entire-

ly in women, but men can get it, too.

Reported cases in India
  144,937 women were newly detected

with breast cancer

70,218 women died of breast cancer

144937 / 70218 = 2.06 = round it off

to 2. So roughly, in India, for every 2

women newly diagnosed with breast

cancer, one lady is dying of it.

In Bangalore, last year:
This should set alarm bells ringing

in the IT city. Bangalore is now the

breast cancer capital of the country.

According to Population Based Can-

cer Registry (PBCR) report, the city

tops the chart with 36.6 new cases for

every one lakh population having the

disease. The registry, compiled from

11 major cities across India, shows

Pune recording the least number of

breast cancer cases (23.3 of every lakh)

followed by Kollam with 25.8 cases.

Thiruvananthapuram has the second

highest incidence with 35.1 cases per

lakh and Chennai follows with 32.6

cases.

‘Cityplus walk’ creates breast cancer awareness
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ROTARY Club Bangalore hon-

ored waste management heroes 

on May 5 at their centre, Lavalle 

road. The club awarded members 

of multiple NGO’s that success-

fully helped the city manage its 

tons of waste in various ways. 

Spokesperson at Rotary Club said, 

“We have several NGOs who have 

been actively managing Banga-

lore’s waste, keeping the balloon-

ing metro going despite horren-

dous odds. Wesalute these change 

makers who believe in being the 

change they want to see.” The Vo-

cational Awards Committee hon-

ored three Bangalore based NGO’s 

and social organizations which 

have focused on Waste Manage-

ment. Passionately driven by Ro-

tarian Dilip Mehta, the committee 

screened 50+ groups and received 

11 nominations. The evaluation 

which was ‘rigorous and vigorous’ 

was done by a committee com-

prising of members of Bangalore 

Cares and NupurTandon of Pro-

waste.

The award was named NGO 

Rotary Service Award. The Chief 

Guest of the award ceremony was 

the well-known urban planning 

expert and civil society activist, 

V. Ravichandar. He focused on 

the concept of Individual Social 

Responsibility (ISR). Starting by 

differentiating it from its “big 

brother” Corporate Social Re-

sponsibility (CSR), he gave some 

very inspiring examples of indi-

viduals and smaller group who 

have sacrificed their time, and ap-

plied their minds to solve many of 

today’s social problems.  

Center for Social Action (CSA) 

was one among the winners who 

received the prestigious award 

for its exemplary contribution 

towards waste management 

through its ‘parivarthana’ concept 

in the city. The other winners 

are Hasiru Dala and Solid Waste 

Management Round Table. These 

days when government is failing 

to find an apt solution to manage 

waste, residents’ initiatives and 

NGO projects are gaining popu-

larity. 

NAMEETA RENCHI

KURABARAHALLI in and around area is

known for its series of park. But in the recent

past, few parks in the Pipeline road are not be-

ing maintained well by the concerned authori-

ties. The compound fence of one of the park

among them is totally destroyed. The parks

have no security and now the damaged fence

calls forth attention of miscreants.

Cityplus contacted Shivaprasad KS (Super-

intendent of Horticulture department West)

and he explained why the compound fence

are not getting repaired even after months. He

said, “Horticulture department is responsible

only to develop the park while infrastructure

comes under BBMP project engineers who are

all together in a separate division.” The confu-

sion of multiple authority taking care of parks

is a reason why public is not ready to complain

to the authority.

Rakesh, a college student said, “Park is a

public property and I really think that resi-

dents are not bothered about it when there are

many other issues concerning.” He also added,

“After all, Sidharooda Park is a stretch of small

parks and people can always visit one or the

other if one of them is destroyed.”

Nobody has bothered to complain to the

authority yet as the broken compound fence

is welcoming many people in many wrong

ways. People are illegally parking inside the

park as it is easy for people to enter without a

barrier. This area is a secluded one and traffic

cops are not available at all the time. Offend-

ers without any shame are dumping waste on

the beautifully cut lawn inside the park. No-

body is questioning them or has warned them

encouraging them to continue the act of utter

destruction. Two or three daily wage workers

say the parks are maintained by contractors.

Who validates the work done by the contrac-

tors is a million dollar question. BBMP after

giving responsibility to contractors rarely keep

a check on their work.

Kuvempu Road gets new pipelines

‘Waste Managers’ honoured

Damaged park fence welcomes miscreants

NAMEETA RENCHI

THE water board has completed lay-

ing of new sewage pipelines in Ma-

hakavi Kuvempu Road, Rajajinagar.

One side of the road was completely

closed for the work and it is thrown

open to public. Arun, a stationary shop

owner said, “For past two weeks, shop

owners were in lot of apprehensions

because the BWSSB workers started

digging the road and created a pit of 17

ft in depth. Such excavation work can

cause damage to the properties in the

area as well as to the Metro pillars.”

 The project was started on May 3

and it took almost two weeks to com-

plete the work. The pipe laying work

had hold up the traffic and created

snarls for last two weeks in the area.

However, the BMRCL spokesperson

assured the pillars are fixed much

below 40 ft. and there is nothing to

be worried about. Jagadeesh, BWSSB

contactor spoke to Cityplus and said,

“The residents and shop owners are

worrying for no reason. We are care-

ful in our work and doing a safe job.”

Residents are worried about the work

being completed so fast and are also

doubting that the fast work may result

in blockage of pipeline in future.

Even though the work is com-

pleted, the debris has not yet been

removed from the area and is seen to

be dumped on the metro boulevard as

well as on by-lanes. The road opened

for the work is not asphalted, stirring

up anguish among commuters and ve-

hicle users on the road.

The entire sewerage pipeline replacement work in Mahakavi Kuvempu road is com-
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������
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HAPPENINGS
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS

Saptak Presents Sangeet

Sambhram on the occasion

of their 8th Anniversary of

Saptak. Artistes perform-

ing will be Padmashree Pt

Bhajan Sapori on Santoor

and Anand Bhate on vocal.

DATE : May 18, TIME: 5:30

pm, VENUE: Chowdaiah

Memorial Hall

MUSIC PROGRAMME

The Indian Institute of world culture is organising M.Indiramma

and M.L.VenkataramaiahMemorial Endowment Programme

DATE: May 17, TIME: 6pm, VENUE: 6,

Shri B P Wadia Road, Basavanagudi

VOCAL CONCERT

Ananya is organizing Dasa Sahitha and Ka-

bir by Vid.Chandana Bala. The artist will be

presenting some compositions of Dasas

and some of Kabir's poetry while also

experimenting simultaneously with different

genres of music such as Carnatic and Sufi on

the same platform. DATE: May 14, TIME:

7.30 pm, VENUE: Ananya Sabhangana,

Malleshwaram

MUSIC FESTIVAL 

Nadasurabhi, along with nine other leading music organisations of

Bangalore, is conducting a grand eight day Youth Festival of Music.

The festival will have 14 concerts of well known and highly talented

young artists. On May 25, the event will conclude with a special con-

cert by Abhishek Raghuram with HK Venkatram on violin and Ar-

jun Kumar on mridangam. DATE: May 15 to 25, TIME: day long

VENUE: Gayana Samaja Hall on K.R.Road

THIS photo is not from Kashmir

or Darjeeling! It is from our own

road in Bangalore city. This road

over the rail bridge connecting

Malleshwaram with Rajainagar is

lined with full blooming Gulmo-

har trees.

    The trees are now in full bloom

with orange flowers and one can

hardly see any green leaves. The

flowers fallen from the trees are

spread like a carpet on the road.

Be a citizen Journalist. Be at the forefront of the 
change you want see in your city. Send us your 

 articles/ pictures at feedback.bangalore@
jagrancityplus.com

CITIZEN JOURNALIST

Gulmohar carpet
ON May 9, Shreedevi V. Bhandarkar’s light 

music recital enthralled the audience at 

Yavanika on Nrupathunga Road. The re-

cital was accompanied by a set of instru-

ments which gave more beauty to the 

performance. Shreedevi sang few popular 

Kannada songs as well as songs based on 

Carnatic notes. Yavanika arranges cultural 

programme every Friday in association 

with Indian Council for Cultural Relations, 

Department of Kannada and Culture, De-

partment of Youth Services and Sports 

and Youth Writers and Artistes Guild. The 

recital started at 6. 30 pm ended at 8 pm 

with huge round of applause. Bharatanaty-

am duet performance also enthralled the 

audience on this occasion. 

Light music recital at Yavanika

EXCELLENT earning opportunity 

Earn upto 50,000 pm. An MNC 

looking for housewives, VRS/Retired 

professionals, CA, teachers, bankers, 

mutual fund agents, PUC passed / 

Graduates & postal agents. Contact 

Navin : 98860 10811.

MATHS Tuition - Learn from an IITian 

in Basaveshwaranagar, Class VI-XII, 

I-PUC, II-PUC - CBSE, ICSE/ISC, State 

Board, International Boards. Individual 

Attention. Guaranteed Results. 

Contact: 9986849753/ 9353006244 / 

chand.vishy@gmail.com

LADIES / Gents / Couples Furnished 

Rooms THROUGHOUT Bangalore 

(some with meals). Minimum for 6-12 

months. Ring DKG any day / anytime 

- 99808 36164 / 98458 39364. Owners 

o�ering rooms with/without meals 

also please contact.

SPOT CASH. We release your pledged 

gold from �nance / bank and buy 

them at best price (Per Gram 2,750/-) 

Contact : S.J. Gold Buyers 9739257471.

UNIQUE PENDULUM supported. 

NATURAL SCIENTIFIC TREATMENT. 

(ONLY PHOTO REQUIRED). People 

in di�culty of any nature physical, 

mental, in family, society or work area, 

poor business or poor personality 

& performance. Contact: with full 

details and photograph. Astrological 

predictions also possible. VARADARAJ 

PAI – 9986123396.

JOBS

TUITION

PAYING GUEST

FINANCE & LOANS

COSMIC RAY THERAPY

MEDICAL

To advertise in
Cityplus please

call: 9741240854

“2BHK, 2nd �r, 740sqft  �at for 

sale for Rs 40 Lacs (Negotiable)”

Contact Address:  SVK Layout, 

Basaveswaranagara, Ph no.- 

9731860819

FLAT FOR SALE

Also, there are two parks on either side of this road which

makes the area look more beautiful.

The first park named Krantiveerana Sangolirayar Park

which is well maintained with several facilities like Laugh-

ter Club, Sitting Zone, Senior  Citizen Zone, Walking Track,

Gym Equipments, Children Play Zone, Yoga and meditation

session in the mornings. All round music and greenery sooth-

ing to eyes, mind and body. The second park Nada Prabhu

Kempegowda Sports Complex is with the following facilities

like Sintered Athletic track, walkers track, Cricket net, Volley

ball court, Basket ball court, Skating ring, Open air stage and

stadium, Indoor multi specialty gym.

The park and the athletic facilities are very well built and

maintained well by the BBMP. These two places are pride for

the residents living in this area and probably the best.

KR Prakash, a resident
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KID’S CORNER

Surabhi
Dattatri,
 14 years

Harsha 
Vardhan, 
 14 years

Sharath, 
14 years

Poornashree, 
 8 years

Kids aged between 6-14 years can contribute drawings, paintings and poems for this  col-
umn.  Mail your creations and  photographs at feedback.bangalore@jagrancityplus.com

GEN-X

Dreaming of vibrant shades, rhythmic beats
Meet thirteen year old Surabhi Dattatri who paints her imaginations and aspires to
become a good classical dancer. She draws inspiration from her talented parent.

NAMEETA RENCHI

SURABHI Dattatri is a simple

school going girl with talent mani-

fold. Her life is filled with shades

of bright colors that reflect on her

face in the form of a subtle smile.

Painting is her passion and dancing

her dream career for this 13 year old

marvel girl.

Pretty in Pink
Pink is her favourite colour for

this Hubli born Bangalore raised

girl. Surabhi says, “For last 7 years,

I am staying in Bangalore with fam-

ily. My father is a musician and

mother is an artisan. So the inspira-

tion to try hands at art comes from

home.” She also added,   “Bangalore

gives more opportunities to young

and budding talent. I take part not

only in painting competitions but

also in sports at school. I have an

in depth interest in dancing and is

now learning Bharatanatyam under

Ramyashree at Kala Saurabha foun-

dation, an art- music- dance school.”

Surabhi started drawing at an

early age and she is now trying

her stint at water colors and poster

paints. Her collection of neatly ar-

ranged painting reveals her love

for nature. Birds, animals, flowers,

trees, houses etc. depicted with bril-

liant strokes and with bright eye

catchy tint.

Mellow Mentor
Surabhi proudly says, “I am

lucky to have two mentors at home

itself. My mother guides me in

painting and drawing and she have

an immense amount of patience to

tolerate my mistake at any time of

the day. My father encourages me

and doesn’t force me to do any-

thing against my interests.” Surabhi

doesn’t have any issues in admitting

that she is an average scoring stu-

dent at school but when she takes

her paint brush and canvases out

from the bag there will be a stirred

up happiness and encouragement

from fellow students and teachers.

Surabhi says, “I love mathematics

but I do not score well in this sub-

ject but I score well in languages. I

am happy that my parents do not

force me study or stop pursuing my

dreams and happiness.”

Happy Gang
Surabhi explains, “My greatest

critics are my friends, Neha, Bindu,

Greeshma, Vismaya, Aishwarya

and Varshini. I have a good circle

of friend who appreciates my hard

work and gives unbiased opinion

about my art works.”  Surabhi is a

recluse and an ardent dreamer but

still with lots of friends to share and

care.

Message to fellow friends
Surabhi says, “One should al-

ways pursue what they like and

should identify the interest area

before planning to pursue it. Give

space to your dreams in your busy

life.”

Continued from page 1>>

Preethy, owner of mymoviemall.com, an on-

line portal for buying movie tickets shares her

views on this matter and said, “The trend has

changed immensely. People used to go to theatres

religiously when there was no TV, DVD’s or cable

network. Today, people enjoy a movie with fam-

ily or friends once in a while. In such a scenario,

many prefer multiplexes.”

Even before the advent of Orion Mall which

has 11 screens, residents of Rajajinagar were vis-

iting Malleshwaram to watch movies in another

multiplex at Mantri Square Mall. Sunil Kumar, a

movie buff said, “In terms of cost efficiency and

fun, I prefer local theatres. I can whistle, com-

ment and even jump of the chairs and do a happy

dance without minding others. But if one is look-

ing for comfort, multiplexes are the best choice. I

watch Kannada movies in theatres like Navrang

and if I am with my family, I prefer PVR or Inox

at a decent mall.”

The days of theatres having a single screen are

numbered in the city. As many as 34 theatres were

closed in Bangalore alone, while over 450 single-

screen theatres were shut down in the state in the

past decade. At one point of time, there were over

1,200 theatres in the state.

CURTAINS FOR...
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A bright musical prodigy
Meet Phaneendra Bhaskara, a budding talent in the world of instrumental music who is going a long
way with his sheer perseverance. An engineering graduate, he has performed at several concerts
across the city with Ghatam and Mrindanga.

SATHWIK NN

LIFE always gives us signs and following them

is a skill. When a seven-year old Phaneendra

Bhaskara went crazy enough to start striking

doors, vessels and even his own head as if they

were some percussion instruments, his mother

wisely recognized his interests. Within days, she

put him into Mridanga classes.

“We were residing in Mysore when I was a

child and we had neighbors who had keen in-

terest in music. The great Mridanga player HL

Shivashankar Swamy used to visit to them and

I used to listen to him a lot. I was so obsessed

with him and the instrument that I started

striking everything,”says Phaneendra with a

smile. An alumini of the Dayanand Saragar Col-

lege where he pursued computer science engi-

neering, the young lad Phaneendra joined the

Vijaya College of Music, where he was blessed

to meet his guru, Vidvaan HS Sudhindra. “Eve-

rything that I am today is because of that man.

He was the best thing that happened to me in

my life,” he says, with sincere gratitude.

He truly must be blessed, for his achieve-

ments testify it. Winner of the Ananya Yuva

Pratibhe twice, Phaneendra, when he was

twelve, bagged the central government scholar-

ship to support his pursuit of music. “We were

in a bit of a financial crunch at that time and the

scholarship truly helped me”, he says. A  B-High

Mridanga artist, Phaneendra has accompanied

great musicians like Vidvwan HS Sudhindra,

Vidyabhushan, RK srikantan, Trichi Shankaran,

Pattabhirama Pandit and many others in their

concerts. “Out of all of them, accompanying

my guru HS Sudhindra was the most challeng-

ing thing. He would throw challenges on the

spot and I had to be sharp enough to meet the

benchmark”, says Phaneendra.

Though Phaneendra had been practicing

Mridanga for a long time in his life, he also

laid hands on Ghatam later. “I met with an ac-

cident and got detached from music for a year.

Then on the advice of my guru, I started learn-

ing Ghatam. It was a tactical decision to take

up Ghatam. Mridanga is a lead instrument,

whereas Ghatam is a supporting instrument. So

my guru thought that Ghatam would be a gate-

way into concerts. Also Ghatam provides a great

platform for learning,” he stated.

The young maestro has had the honor of per-

forming at the Sangeeth Natak Academy, Madras

Music Academy and he has also been awarded

for best accompaniment in both Mridanga and

Ghatam at the Bengaluru Gayana Samaja.

Asked about what music has meant to him

in his life, he says it means everything. “It is im-

possible to differentiate music and life”, he says

with a smile. He has lately been part of Swaram-

rutha, a performing group of musicians. “There

are both Carnatic and Hindistani musicians and

we experiment a lot. We have also brought out

an album called Journey,” he says with pride.

Phaneendra and his friends from Dayanand

sagar have engaged themselves in a social initia-

tive. “We have formed a trust called Munnudi.

We go to government schools and play music.

We make the children play a lot of games using

the instruments. It is not a philanthropic action.

We are just trying to draw the attention of chil-

dren towards music,” he says candidly.

Humility accompanies knowledge; and

Phaneendra is humility personified. He credits

all his achievements to his parents, wife, and

his guru of course. “I hardly used to come back

to my house. From school, I used to go directly

to my guru, stay there at night, come back to

house only to take bath and have breakfast. I

am blessed to have such a supportive family,” he

sums up.   

RAGA Sangama, a classical

music forum organised its

109th classical music con-

cert on May 11 at Kshema

Bhavan, Sahakar Nagar. The

programme started with Apar-

na Bhat, disciple of Geetha

Hegde sang Raag Maaru Bi-

haag with her bold melodious

voice. Later she presented two

Kannada bhajans which was

well-received by the audience.

Later N Sinchana Bhat sung

Raag Puriya Dhanashri and

concluded the concert with

raga Bhairavi Bhajan.

On this occasion, GS

Hegde, the convenor of the

popular music forum Sapthak

was honoured for his great

service towards the uplift-

ment of classical music by

Pranesh Babu, the founder of

Raga Sangama. Geetha Hegde

was also honoured on this oc-

casion. Renowned music critic

Badrinath spoke on this occa-

sion and said, “Pranesh Babu

has really done a great job by

honouring Hegdeji because

only an organiser can under-

stand the pressures and the

stress which the other organ-

iser undergoes while conduct-

ing classical programs.”

He felt honouring musi-

cians is a common phenom-

enon but honouring an or-

ganiser, who is the real cause

for an artist’s success and a

bridge between an artist and

the audience, is very much

necessary.

Aparna Bhat and

N.Sinchana Bhat’s vocals were

well supported by Prady-

umna on Tabla and Surya

Upadhyaaya on Harmonium.

Prathibha Hoogar and Sindhu

Hegde both disciples of Gee-

tha Hedge supported the ar-

tistes on Tanpura.

Eminent music organiser honoured Mother's day
celebration at Vasan
eye care hospital
ON occasion of Mother's Day on May 11, the 

eye care hospital is giving respect to all the 

Mothers. Vasan Eye Care Hospital, Banga-

lore is offering free eye consultation with 

additional benefits to all mothers.

 Benefits:

10 per cent on spectacles and surgical 

procedures.

Free investigation for cataract and lasik 

surgeries. 

The above benefits will be valid from 

May 11 to May 31, 2014.

For more information please call: Jairaj 

9620024517
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THE theme based play school and 

kindergarten ‘Aqua Kids Interna-

tional’ inaugurated its first centre 

at Nandini Layout on May 11. Aqua 

Kids follow a curriculum that will 

nurture tiny tots in all aspects. 

Comprehensive child-centric, scien-

tific and researched academics will 

help the Children learn faster in a 

fun environment. 

    The school is situated amidst 

3000 sq. ft. of land with natural 

beauty. Most of the play materials 

are imported and the school has an 

excellent security system. 

Each of the classrooms is aes-

thetically designed keeping in mind 

the taste of children. The assess-

ment of kids will be based on a new 

methodology and will be revolution-

ary. Admission is already started at 

Aqua Kids.  

We invite DOCTORS 
to list themselves in this column 

and making themselves available 
for service in their neighborhood.

PILES & FISTULA

DENTAL CLINIC

DR. ASHWIN PORWAL’S HEALING HANDS CLINIC

FREEDOM FROM PILES

Specialisation - Piles, Constipation, Fistula,

Prolapse, Hernia.

Address: Near Railway Station, Pune.

Contact:                                                            8888288884

DENTAL BLOOM

DR. DEEPAK MEHTA, M.D.S

Center for Aesthetic & Restorative Dentistry

Address: #10, L-M, 2nd �oor, 4th N block, Dr. 

Rajkumar road, Rajajinagar, Bangalore – 560010.

For Appointment Contact:                    9845140082

                                                                              9590788030

C-93003256240714

HOMOEOPATHY
DR. BHAT’S HOMOEOPATHY.

DR. CHANDRASHEKAR BHAT, M.D.

DR. ARCHANA BHAT, BHMS, MS (CP). 

Specialisation: Allergy, Asthma, Skin, Thyroid, 

Arthritis, Children-women Ailments, PCOD, 

Migraine, Infertility, Counselling.

Address: 7th Main, “A” Block, Rajajinagar 2nd 

Stage, Malleshwaram West

(5 minutes From Orion Mall)

Contact:                             9740340402, 9632492802

Website:       www.drbhatshomeopathy.com

C-93003178160115

To Advertise Call:
9741240854

Aqua Kids International
Inaugurated in the area

HEALTH

Hypertension is a

IT may take years for you to detect symptoms of high
blood pressure and can quietly damage your body
for years leaving you with a disability, poor lifestyle or
even a heart stroke. This ‘silent killer’ if ignored, can
lead to other fatal conditions like heart failure, stroke,
eye damage, vision loss and kidney failure.

Damage to eyes
Damage to blood vessel: Hypertension causes
retinopathy and can lead to bleeding, blurred vision
or eye sight loss.
Fluid under retina: This condition is termed as
Choriodopathy which happens due to a leaky blood
vessel. This leads to a distorted vision.
Damage to nerve: The optic nerve gets damaged
due to the blocked flow of blood. This leads to
bleeding in the eye or complete vision loss.

Damage to brain - Clot/Stroke: Dr Aman Singhal,
HOD, Cardiology from Sri Balaji Action Medical In-
stitute says, “Extreme cases of hypertension are the
most prone to many fatal ailments which can occur

in a fraction of second. The most common is a clot
which happens to most of the chronic blood pres-
sure patients. It directly affects the blood vessels of
the brain. The arteries to the brain have blood clots
which leads to stoke or a paralytic attack.”
Dementia: Thinking, vision, understanding and
speaking are directly affected in dementia due to
blocked arteries.
Damage to heart
Heart failure: High blood pressure leads to
weakening of the heart muscles and makes it work
less efficiently, leading to a heart failure.
Artery disease: The arteries are affected due to high
blood pressure as it obstructs the flow of blood
through the arteries.
Damage to arteries - Blood flows through the ar-
teries without any barriers providing the necessary
nutrients and oxygen to the whole body. High blood
pressure leads to narrowing or blocking of the arter-
ies leading to irregular flow of blood to the other or-
gans. It damages the cells of the arteries, making the
artery wall stiff and thick.

Damage to kidney - Healthy blood vessels help do
away with the excess and waste from the body and
excessive blood pressure directly affects the blood
vessels:
Failure: Hypertension damages the tiny blood vessels
and arteries to the kidney, leading to accumulation of
waste in the kidney. Only a dialysis or a transplant
can help deal with this situation.
Scarring: Scarring is also known as
Glomerulosclerosis. It directly hampers the process of
filtering of waste from the kidney.
Precautions: Chairman Cardiologist, Dr Harsh
Vardhan, Rockland Hospital shares a few do’s and
don’ts if you are among those having high BP:
� Eat more green leafy vegetables and fruits. Con-

sume Olive Oil in combination to your regular veg-

etable oil.

� Cut back your salt intake in diet.

� Exercise daily for 20-30min.

� Limit your alcohol intake.

� Try to find some relaxation in your hectic schedule.

� Regularly monitor your blood pressure.

‘silent killer’ 
Hypertension, the ‘silent killer’ is responsible for more than 9 million
deaths every year. If left untreated, it can lead to serious health issues
like heart disease, stroke or kidney damage. This World Hypertension
Day (May 17), we focus on the major complications associated with
chronic high blood pressure.
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S GUBBI

I
t was an evening to remember! When

moms danced with grace, rhythm, ener-

gy and the audience, mostly their family

members were happy and surprised.

On May 10, while rain gods were driz-

zling outside, Abhinava Dance Company (ADC)

in Gandhi Bazaar was thundering with applause.

On the occasion of Mother’s Day, a rather unu-

sual surprise was in store.

Nirupama and Rajendra, Bangalore’s most

popular dancing duo had conceived a beautifully

knit programme to acknowledge motherhood

and facilitate the mothers who are relentlessly

supporting their children to learn the art form.

The event was filled with performances by moth-

ers and sharing their emotions on stage. Children

hugged their mothers and kissed them with love

which is a rarity in Indian societies. Some of the

moms had put on their dancing bells and per-

formed to a few numbers choreographed specially

by Nirupama. They unfolded their charm through

the dance sequences  ‘Jyothsna’, ‘ grace’ , ‘rhythm’,

‘energy’,  ‘Just for fun’ and ‘Toddler love’ in neo clas-

sical style of dance with Indian and global music.

The costumes and the stunning lights were just

apt for the mood they had created for the even-

ing.  Nirupama +Rajendra played a perfect host as

she anchored the whole event while Rajendra was

handling all the logistic issues. On this occasion,

mothers of dancers Anuradha Vikranth , Mridula

Rao, Sowmya Shanthakumar, Neha Nath, Rohini

Prabhath, Ashwin Prabhath, Bharat Prabhath and

Sharat Prabhath were felicitated by chief guests

-mother daughter duo artists Sudha Belawadi

and Bhargavi Narayan. While the elder Bhargavi

Narayan was happy to share some meaningful

thoughts about mothers, Sudha spoke about the

wonderful concept of mothers dancing and hug-

ging their children on stage.

Abhi Ram Shriharsha, a young talent who

is learning Kathak dance at the ADC was over-

whelmed to see his mother Smitha Shriharsha

wearing the beautiful costumes and taking on

the stage. He said, “My mom used to say that she

is going to some yoga class for last 20 days and

she was coming here and learning these steps.

All my friends at ADC were shocked to see them

perform on the stage. We are happy to see them

performing so well. I really liked the event a lot

and I can never forget this day in my life.”

It was a befitting end to the programme as it

was winded up with a lip smacking dinner and

audiences were seen greeting each other with

hugs and kisses.

When MOMS
set the stage on

underarmskinfor yourCareunderarmskin
SHAHNAZ HUSAIN

Underarms hair is generally
considered unattractive by most

women as it hampers the look. Also
problems like excessive perspiration

and body odour add to the woes.
Underarms with hair can be prone to
fungal infections especially during hot
and humid weather. Other problems
may also occur like pigmentation and
ingrown hair.

Avoid shaving
Darkening of the underarm skin can

occur as a reaction to antiperspirants,
deodorants or hair removal creams.
Shaving can also lead to ingrown
hair. If the underarm region becomes
dark due to deodorants, avoid using
deodorants while at home. Shaving
does not remove hair by the roots, so
the hair becomes visible very soon.
Shaving may also cause the hair to
become thicker and harder.

Waxing, the best option
Waxing removes hair by the roots

and it weakens the follicles over a
period of time, discouraging hair
growth. The lemon and sugar mixture
used by most beauty parlours also
helps to lighten skin colour. Waxing
removes dead skin cells. If you make
the wax yourself, make sure that the
wax is not too hot, as it can cause
burns. Test it on your finger. Use a
butter knife or spatula and apply in
the direction of hair growth. Once the
waxing is done, wipe the area with a
wet cloth and apply ice. This helps to

close the pores. There may be redness
and rash on the skin, which should
disappear in about an hour. Getting
your waxing done at a beauty parlour
may give better results.

Exfoliation helps
Use a scrub once or twice a week

or mix gram flour (besan) with yogurt,
lemon juice and a pinch of turmeric
into a paste. Apply three times a week
on the area and wash it after half an
hour.

You can also think about permanent
hair removal with laser therapy. Laser
produces an intense beam of light,
which is absorbed by the hair follicles.
The laser disables the hair follicle’s
ability to produce hair. Re-growth
occurs for sometime in some cases. It
is an expensive method and it is very
important to find a good laser clinic.
Several sessions may be needed,
depending on the kind and extent of
hair growth. An epilator can also be
used when the hair growth is little.

Are patchy dark under arms hampering your confidence? Fret
not, we bring to you ways of caring for the under arm skin.

Avoid hair removal creams 
Another reason for darkening of the skin 
under the arms may be due to the regular 
use of hair removal creams. The chemi-
cals in the creams react to some skins 
and may also cause darkening over a pe-
riod of time.


